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Navigating
this toolkit

This is an interactive document so you can navigate to different parts of
the toolkit by clicking or tapping on the sections listed on this contents
page. If you are reading this toolkit on an Internet-enabled phone, tablet
or computer, click or tap on any word that has a cursor

icon to access

additional resources.
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ABBREVIATIONS
CBST		

Community-based Support Team

CBO 		

Community-based Organisation

CYCW

Child and Youth Care Worker

DBST		

District-based Support Team

DDD		

Data Driven Districts

DBE		

Department of Basic Education

DoH		

Department of Health

DSD		

Department of Social Development

EWS		

Early Warning System

LO		

Life Orientation

LSA		

Learner Support Agent

MOU		

Memorandum of Understanding

NGO		

Non-governmental Organisation

PSS		

Psychosocial Support

RCL		

Representative Council of Learners

SBST		

School-based Support Team

SGB		

School Governing Body

SMT		

School Management Team

TO
“DROP OUT”
To permanently leave school
before writing the National
Senior Certificate (matric)
exam or obtaining another
National Qualification
Framework (NQF) Level 4
qualification.
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1. INTRODUCTION

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM THIS TOOLKIT

This toolkit is aimed at public primary and secondary schools in South Africa. It can
be used by a range of stakeholders to help schools and their surrounding community

It is estimated that for every 100 children who start Grade
1 in South Africa, around 40 of them will drop out before
completing matric. Most of this dropout occurs in the higher
grades, yet the problem is still poorly understood in many
communities and schools, and there is a distinct lack of
policy or focused effort to address the problem properly.

to understand and address dropout holistically and effectively.

It provides valuable information about who the main role-players are within a school,
and what specific actions they can take to help prevent school dropout.

The Zero Dropout Campaign (ZDC) emerged from the DG Murray
Trust’s (DGMT) long-standing investment strategy tackling school
dropout. Initially, the strategy focused on funding initiatives that

For school leaders, it provides a valuable roadmap for how they can promote school
engagement and completion.

could demonstrate an impact on preventing dropout at the school
level. Over time, it became clear that putting dropout firmly on
the national agenda required a dedicated initiative. So, in 2017, the
Zero Dropout Campaign began working with four partners to drive

It can also be used by District and Circuit officials who are working with schools to

awareness about the country’s dropout crisis; to test and innovate

prevent dropout.

responses to dropout; and advocate for specific policies and
practices that could impact dropout in South Africa.
The four partners are: Masibumbane Development Organisation

It will help Non-governmental Organisations (NGOs) and other stakeholders working

(MDO), working in East London, in the Eastern Cape; the National

with, and in, schools to understand how they can assist and what their roles should be.

Association of Child Care Workers (NACCW), working in the
uMgungundlovu District of KwaZulu-Natal; the Community Action
Partnership (CAP), working in Swellendam, Western Cape; and Khula
Development Group (KDG), working in Paarl, in the Western Cape.

It provides a range of resources to help schools make a difference in four key areas:

These organisations, by working closely with schools, have piloted

absenteeism tracking, data analysis/Early Warning Systems, psychosocial support,

many innovative dropout prevention and reintegration methods, and

and stakeholder building and management.

many of the lessons they have learnt over the years are recorded in
this dropout prevention toolkit. We thank these partners for sharing
their experiences and the resources they have developed so that all
schools may benefit.
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2. MAIN
ROLE-PLAYERS
IN DROPOUT
PREVENTION
The diagram on the left summarises the 10 most
important role-players when it comes to effectively
preventing school dropout. Learners are at the centre
of the model – they are both the target of dropout
prevention efforts and also a key role-player in dropout
prevention.
Around the learners, forming a safety net, are all the other
role-players, both within the school system and outside of it.
A multi-partner and multi-sectoral approach is vital to support

School-based

NGOs/

support Team

external

(SBST)

stakeholders
District-based
support Team
(DBST)

schools to effectively prevent dropout.
As the diagram shows, each of the role-players support
one another to implement an effective dropout prevention
initiative. The arrows show the direction of support or input
provided by each role-player to the other. In this support
network, some role-players will support learners directly, while
others will support the role-players working with learners. The
roles of each of these role-players will be outlined in Section 6.
Take me there!
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We must build
resilient systems
of support around
learners – in
homes, schools,
communities
and the wider
education system.
- Merle Mansfield, Programme Director of the Zero Dropout Campaign
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3. WHERE
TO START?

3
Before we go into detail about each role-player, here
are some ideas about what your school can do TODAY
to start addressing dropout. Any of the role-players
mentioned on page 07 can complete these steps, but
the School Management Team (SMT) plays a particularly
important role in leading the school to get the process
started and in building systems of support to keep it going.
Thirteen steps to rolling out an effective dropout
prevention strategy:

1

Take me there!

2

4

Reconsider your understanding of

Look beyond only offering academic

dropout. Instead of seeing dropout

support to struggling learners. Consider

as 'the learners who leave any one

the broad range of social, psychological,

grade during a school year', look at

material and academic needs of learners

your overall throughput numbers to

and how to assist in all these areas.

understand how many learners enter the
school at the start of their school career
versus the number who finally graduate
with a matric certificate.

5

6

Complete the school self-assessment

Share your thoughts on this self-

Identify a clear champion for dropout

Introduce discussions about dropout

checklist provided in Section 5. Next,

assessment process with your

prevention in your school – be it a

into Life Orientation (LO) lessons and

look at the two diagrams provided in

colleagues and start a conversation

particular teacher who already drives

get the learners to identify the main

Section 7 to analyse where your school

about how you are addressing dropout

learner support initiatives, a Learner

causes and possible solutions.

is on the journey towards dropout

in your school. Place these issues on the

Support Agent (LSA), Child and Youth

prevention and response.

agenda of SMT meetings, staff meetings,

Care Worker (CYCW) or another role-

SGB meetings and parent meetings.

player who can drive the issue.

Take me there!
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7

8

12

11

Install a box in a place where

Engage the Representative Council

Invite locally-identified NGOs and CBOs

Identify a well-resourced school to

learners congregate where they can

of Learners (RCL) and other learner

to run after-school programmes in your

partner with that can help you to

anonymously post concerns and provide

groups to present on the issue of

school to foster attendance and school

identify ideas and resources to tackle

feedback about their school experience.

dropout at school assemblies and

engagement (including sport, social,

dropout and disengagement at your

Encourage the use of this box by

other school functions, using both

arts and culture and academic support

school.

learners and appoint a staff member to

performance and visual arts (e.g. rap,

programmes).

monitor this feedback and bring issues

poetry, etc.).

to the SMT for action.

9

10

13

Take me there!

Invite parents to volunteer at your

Start identifying and mapping

Go through the resources in Section 8

school in ways that foster school

community resources and stakeholders

of this toolkit as they will help you to

engagement or help to prevent dropout.

who can assist the school with

find ways of preventing dropout and

This could include parents assisting

issues relating to school behaviour,

fostering engagement in your school.

with gate duty in the mornings; or

engagement, substance abuse,

becoming involved with safety

bullying, academic performance and

patrols which ensure learners can get

other issues that cause dropout. Task

to and from school safely (e.g. the

a small committee to identify local

Walking Bus initiative); or assisting with

government, NGOs and Community-

fundraising for uniforms, stationery or

based Organisations (CBOs) that could

other materials for learners in need.

assist in these areas.
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4. FOUR KEY
AREAS OF FOCUS
IN DROPOUT
PREVENTION
The work of the Zero Dropout Campaign has shown
that a multi-pronged and multi-stakeholder approach is
required to address dropout, which is caused by factors
that originate from within the school system, as well as
by factors operating at the community and family level.
To prevent dropout effectively, work done by the ZDC and
its partners shows that there are four key areas that are
important for schools and the stakeholders supporting them
to focus on. These are: absenteeism tracking, data analysis/
Early Warning Systems, psychosocial support systems and
partnership-building and stakeholder involvement.
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#1

ABSENTEEISM
TRACKING

#2

DATA ANALYSIS/
EARLY WARNING
SYSTEMS

This focus area refers to the ongoing, regular and

This focus area refers to the routine gathering and

systematic tracking of attendance and absenteeism,

analysis of data on absenteeism, as well as other

through the gathering of data on attendance. The

indicators of school disengagement such as poor

resources provided in this toolkit will help your school

academic performance, behavioural problems or mental

community to do the following:

health issues. The resources provided in this toolkit will

			
			
			
			

help your school to do the following:
Understand how to track attendance well;
Learn how to follow up on unexcused absence;
Learn how to get learners to help track attendance; and

Understand how to involve community volunteers
		 in tracking learners.

		
		
		

Understand why tracking data on disengagement is
		important;
Learn about what data to collect; and

Understand how to use the data to spot learner 		
		disengagement.
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#3

PSYCHOSOCIAL
SUPPORT
SYSTEMS

#4

PARTNERSHIPBUILDING AND
STAKEHOLDER
INVOLVEMENT

This focus area refers to the introduction of several

This focus area refers to the establishment of an

support services aimed at providing social and

open and effective communication system within the

psychological support to learners, generally across the

school, and between the school and key stakeholders

whole school, and in a more targeted and specialised

and partners. This communication and relationship

manner to learners who are struggling or disengaging.

management system builds partnerships and channels

The resources provided in this toolkit will help your

positive energy that will assist the school to reduce

school to do the following:

disengagement and prevent dropout. The resources

		

provided in this toolkit will help your school to do the

Develop a functional School-based Support Team
		 (SBST);
		
Learn how to map your community for additional
		 referral sources;
		
Learn how to use and develop crucial positions such
		 as the Learner Support Agent (LSA) and/or Child
		 and Youth Care Worker (CYCW);

following:

		

Communicate effectively with all stakeholders

		about dropout and dropout prevention support; and
		
Build multi-sectoral partnerships that will help to
		 prevent dropout.

		
Learn how to refer learners for intervention; and
		
Learn how to track intervention success.
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5. IS YOUR SCHOOL
ON TRACK WITH
DROPOUT
PREVENTION?
determine the extent to which your school is addressing the
key areas and recommended activities related to effective
dropout prevention.
You can use this tool to perform a self-assessment and identify
areas in which your school may need to take action or pay
more attention to.

Does your SGB have learner
disengagement and dropout as a
regular item on their agenda?

Do you follow up with primary
caregivers as to why their children
are absent?

Do you involve learners in attempts
to monitor or prevent disengagement
and absenteeism?
Do you have a functional
Representative Council of Learners
(RCL)?
Do you support your RCL to play a
leading role in preventing dropout
risk factors?

Yes

No

Additional comment

Do you involve parents or community
volunteers in attempts to monitor
or prevent disengagement and
absenteeism?

Is your dropout prevention plan
being implemented?

Does the LSA help to track and
support learners who are absent?

Who is in charge of implementing
your dropout prevention plan?

Are you using your LSA effectively,
to provide support, psychosocial
support and school engagement and
enrichment activities for learners?

Do you have sufficient administration
staff and tools (e.g. computers) to
compile and manage an electronic
database?

Additional comment

Do you follow up on unexcused
absence?

Do you have a Learner Support
Agent (LSA) or Child and Youth Care
Worker (CYCW)?

Do you compile this data on school
attendance/absenteeism into a
database?

No

Do you analyse this data to pick up
problems relating to absenteeism and
disengagement?

Do you have a dropout prevention
policy or plan in place at the school?

Do you have a system of tracking
school attendance and absenteeism
daily?

Yes

Do you have a dedicated school
counsellor?

The table below provides a checklist you can use to

Questions for SMTs & SGBs

Questions for SMTs & SGBs

Does anyone on the school staff
conduct home visits to check why
learners are disengaged or absent,
and what is causing their problems?
Are teachers trained and enabled
to conduct home visits or any other
kind of support for absent learners?
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Questions for SMTs & SGBs

Yes

No

Additional comment

Do you have a functioning Schoolbased Support Team (SBST)?
Does your SBST meet regularly?
Does the SBST discuss, take
actions or refer cases of school
disengagement, absenteeism and
dropout?
Does the SBST refer cases they
cannot solve internally for outside
help such as the District-based
Support Team, District psychologist,
support teacher or other outside
services run by NGOs?
In your district is there a functioning
District-based Support Team who
you can call on for support with
struggling, disengaged or absent
learners?
Do you have a list of community
stakeholders (e.g. community groups
and NGOs) or outside services to
refer struggling/absent learners to?
Do you have specific partnerships
with any NGOs or outside services
to assist with issues relating to
tracking and addressing school
disengagement, absenteeism and
dropout?
Do you make space at school
assemblies and other forums (e.g.
choir, drama, art, etc.) for the
discussion and sensitisation of
learners and others to issues related
to dropout and disengagement and
their causes?
Do you have a mechanism to
obtain anonymous feedback from
learners about issues that feed into
disengagement (such as abuse,
bullying, lack of food or personal
equipment)?

Gwebityala Senior Secondary School in Elliotdale in the Eastern Cape has
shown improvements over the years because of its teachers’ commitment
to their learners. The school established enrichment programmes to keep
learners motivated.
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SCHOOL GOVERNING BODY (SGB)

6. WHAT EACH
ROLE-PLAYER
CAN DO TO
PREVENT
DROPOUT

ABSENTEEISM TRACKING

DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

•

Ensure that the school is implementing all DBE
rules and policies relating to absenteeism,
disengagement and dropout.

•

Introduce a policy around absenteeism,
disengagement and dropout, and how to address it
through data tracking.

•

Ensure absenteeism tracking happens through
developing and implementing an absenteeism,
disengagement and dropout policy.

•

Understand the need for a data-driven Early
Warning System (EWS) and advocate for its use by
the SMT and teachers.

•

Drive efforts to access the resources needed to
track absenteeism effectively.

•

•

Encourage members of the SGB or other parents to
play a voluntary role in absenteeism tracking.

Regularly discuss the trends from the absenteeism
data and advise on ways to address areas of
concern.

•

Identify champions in the local community/parent
community who can form a safety network around
a vulnerable child and work with the school to
ensure they do not drop out.

•

Consider introducing and supporting an annual
target for attendance and dropout reduction, and
introduce incentives to promote attendance (e.g. a
school prize or certificates).

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

In this section, we look at specific actions

•

Ensure there is a protocol for monitoring and
oversight of vulnerable learners (e.g. a properly
functioning SBST).

•

Drive other policies that have an impact on
learner engagement and absenteeism (e.g.
bullying, lateness policy, dress codes, after-school
programmes, language barriers, fees, etc.).

that the 10 key role-players within the school
ecosystem can undertake to help prevent
dropout.
•

These actions are divided into the

Take me back!
I need a refresher

four key areas of focus in dropout

•

Request that your school’s LSA is trained as a
CYCW and identify a suitable training partner.

•

Advocate for, and support, a vibrant afterschool programme, in partnership with external
organisations.

•

Mobilise champion parents or community members
who can assist the school with dropout prevention
and caring for the most vulnerable children.

prevention (Section 4).
Each role-player group can use the tables

Ensure posts are requested and made available for
key positions in this area (e.g. LSA, CYCW or school
counsellor).

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING
•

Develop a policy for how the school identifies and
communicates with external stakeholders.

•

Drive the agreed upon communications policy, and
maintain oversight of the process.

•

Conduct stakeholder analysis of the school and its
community resources.

•

Contribute to building networks and links to
important external stakeholders.

•

Develop agreements and Memoranda of
Understanding (MOU) with all stakeholders
which clearly outline roles, expectations and
responsibilities of all parties.

•

Communicate with the DBST and other DBE roleplayers on all dropout-related needs of the school.

on the next few pages to identify the extent
to which they are performing these crucial
activities, and as a guide for further action
and planning.
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SCHOOL MANAGEMENT TEAM (SMT)

EDUCATORS

ABSENTEEISM TRACKING
•

Lead the implementation of the DBE’s and the
school’s absenteeism, disengagement and dropout
policy.

•

Provide leadership on absenteeism tracking in the
entire school.

•

DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
•

Manage and gather all absenteeism and dropout
tracking tools weekly.

•

Attend all training sessions or workshops
relating to absenteeism tracking and dropout.

•

Ensure that training from DBE (or other bodies) on
effective data-driven EWS is available to all school
role-players.

•

Implement all processes relating to absenteeism
tracking in the classroom.

Contribute to developing a school policy on
absenteeism and dropout.

•

Recognise the value in taking daily attendance.

•

Keep records up to date.

•

Follow up with learners who are absent.

•

Work with the SBST, LSA and any outside NGOs
or personnel dealing with cases of absenteeism
or disengagement.

Ensure there is effective absenteeism tracking
taking place, with all role-players doing their part.

•

•

Develop a process to train teachers and hold them
accountable.

•

•

Develop tools and forms for all teachers to use in
absenteeism tracking.

•

Discuss and analyse absenteeism and dropout
regularly in SMT meetings.

•

Consider introducing and supporting a school
annual target for attendance and dropout
reduction, and introduce incentives (e.g. a school
prize or certificates) for attendance.

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
•

Ensure there is a functional SBST in place.

•

Identify teachers who could play a role on the SBST
and other less formal support structures.

•

Appoint staff members to the SBST.

•

Define roles for the SBST members.

•

Call and chair regular SBST meetings.

•

Develop processes that will support the SBST to
function effectively.

•

Create value for SBST participation.

•

Support the Learner Support Agent and/or Child
and Youth Care Worker and ensure they are playing
the most effective psychosocial support (PSS) role
possible.

•

Advocate for key staff who play a role in PSS to have
permanent/recognised posts.

•

Encourage the development of a vibrant afterschool programme, which includes sport and PSS
activities that can encourage school engagement.

•

Put in place an anonymous feedback system where
learners can post their concerns and issues relating
to dropout – for themselves and their peers. Check
and document these regularly and follow up.

•

Ensure that someone at the school can liaise with
the DBE or DSD and/or complete Form 22 reports
where necessary.

ABSENTEEISM TRACKING

Analyse data on absenteeism, disengagement and
dropout in SMT meetings.

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING

DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
•

Collect and submit class-level data on
absenteeism and disengagement (e.g.
attendance registers).

•

Understand the value and key role of teachers
in gathering and recording accurate attendance
data.

•

Monitor and use the given tools to track red
flags.

•

Timeously report learners who are red flagged
– absent, disengaged or showing behavioural
issues – to the SBST and SMT.

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING

•

Liaise with the SGB on identifying and
communicating with stakeholders for the
development of effective dropout prevention.

•

Understand the importance of the teacherlearner relationship and its role in promoting
attendance.

•

Include issues relating to dropout and
disengagement in learning activities where
possible, for example, in LO lessons.

•

Invite and welcome parents and other stakeholders
to participate in creating a school that everybody
wants to be part of.

•

Build relationships with learners and understand
their struggles and vulnerabilities.

•

•

Take a lead in drawing up agreements and a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with school
stakeholders.

•

Work with the SBST or feed into its work.
Serve as an early identifier of issues, and as an
advocate for learners.

Manage communication for specific nodes
within the school (such as classrooms, grades or
phases).

•

•

Actively look for NGOs and other bodies that can
assist the school to implement good PSS, tracking
and EWS implementation for dropout prevention.

•

Work with the LSA, SBST or any outside body
providing PSS to learners in the class.

Adapt communication style with parents and
learners to encourage school engagement and
promote a culture of attendance.

•

•

Refer struggling learners to the appropriate
persons for support if they are struggling,
absent, disengaged, or showing behavioural
issues, etc.

Actively welcome parents to participate in a
partnership between parents and teachers in
support of learners.

•

Adopt two-way communication practices with
learners and caregivers.

•

Manage WhatsApp groups and/or contact lists
per classroom to ensure easy communication.

•

Create an environment in which learners feel
safe to approach adults with sensitive and
confidential information.

•

Refer learners to appropriate persons who may
be able to further assist with their needs and
challenges (e.g. LSA or NGO counsellor).

•

Contribute to conducting the stakeholder analysis
and pulling together a list of all community
resources.

•

Introduce communications systems that enable
parent-teacher communication and information
sharing. These include WhatsApp groups or oneon-one communication via WhatsApp if educators
are open to communicating with parents in these
ways.

•

Include issues relating to dropout and
disengagement in the school curriculum where
possible – such as in LO lessons, or as frequent
topics at school assemblies and meetings.

•

Create a school culture and environment where
learners feel safe to approach adults with the
problems they or their peers are facing.

•

Provide clear guidelines for the entire school on
how to report specific issues to the correct roleplayer, and how these issues will be followed up.

•

Regularly participate in after-school
programming.
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SCHOOL-BASED SUPPORT TEAM (SBST)
ABSENTEEISM TRACKING

PARENTS/CAREGIVERS
DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

•

Provide a leadership role in absenteeism tracking,
including involving teachers, parental volunteers
and learners in the process.

•

Assist the SMT with regular monitoring and analysis
of absenteeism, disengagement and behavioural
‘red flag’ data.

•

Monitor absenteeism patterns and actively address
cases as soon as they emerge.

•

Implement any instructions provided by the SMT.

•

Seek assistance from outside partners or the DBST
on monitoring data effectively.

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
•

•

Draw up intervention plans for each case that is
brought to the SBST.

•

•

Ensure intervention plans are simple, practical,
measurable and time-bound.

•

•

Actively delegate the necessary individuals to put
intervention plans into practice.

•

Refer cases that cannot be solved internally to the
DBST or relevant outside stakeholders.

•

Collaborate with NGOs working in the school to
ensure they address the overarching issues and,
where possible, individual cases.

•

Follow up on intervention plans to ensure that they
are being implemented.

•

Minute the proceedings of all SBST meetings and
major decisions taken.
Ensure sensitive information discussed in SBST
meetings is kept confidential.
Ensure open communication between all internal
and external role-players in absenteeism and
disengagement tracking.
Actively communicate with the DBST and other
District and Circuit resources to address risk cases
and areas in the school.

DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

•

Ensure that their children are invested in school
attendance.

•

Attend meetings and request data on school
attendance.

•

Ensure that their children can attend school
daily.

•

•

Have channels to communicate school absences
with the school.

Ensure that the SGB puts the issue of
attendance and dropout on the agenda, and
makes appropriate policies.

•

•

Expect and value follow-ups from the school.

Ensure the school alerts them of early warning
signs, especially for vulnerable learners.

•

Participate in conversations with their own
children and other learners in the community
about school attendance and absenteeism.

•

Engage actively in efforts to lower dropout risk,
including through influencing school policy, and
volunteering in various ways.

•

Form parental committees or networks to assist
the school with absentee tracking.

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING

Ensure that the SBST meets regularly – at least
twice a month.

•

ABSENTEEISM TRACKING

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING

•

Participate in implementing intervention plans.

•

•

Take an informed and engaged role in their
child’s developmental plans.

Expect open communication and have the
means to communicate back.

•

•

Provide a safe and supportive environment for
learners at home.

Attend all meetings called with the SGB, as well
as participate in the SGB elections and other
meetings.

•

Seek assistance from the school or other
stakeholders when they see their child is
struggling.

•

Participate in WhatsApp groups as well as other
communication forums and platforms.

•

•

Participate in a partnership with teachers in
support of the learner.

Actively drive the parent-teacher partnership in
support of learners.
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We need to build
webs of simple, loving
connections in the space
where children spend
most of their days – in
schools. Through schoolbased relationships,
we have a window of
opportunity to impact
positively on their lives.
- Tabisa Bata, Masibumbane Development Organisation
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LEARNERS

REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL OF LEARNERS (RCL)

ABSENTEEISM TRACKING
•

Report absenteeism of peers, and other signs of
disengagement or distress.

•

Support tracking efforts, including by playing an
active role in helping to take daily attendance.

DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
•

Understand disengagement warning signs.

•

Share attendance data with appropriate authority
figures.

•

Self-reflect on disengagement.

ABSENTEEISM TRACKING
•

Report to the SGB on disengagement and
dropout issues, and request the SGB to make
school policies and decisions that mitigate
these.

•

Each RCL member should pay special attention
to their grade and issues affecting their
grade relating to dropout, absenteeism or
disengagement.

•

•

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
•

•
•

Understand their responsibility to engage on
dropout issues with each other and key school
role-players.
Demonstrate help-seeking behaviour and selfreferral.
Work with key individuals such as the LSA or
school counsellor to promote school attendance
and support peers who are disengaging.

•

Trust in the SBST.

•

Participate in peer-to-peer dropout prevention
initiatives.

•

Participate in after-school programmes and
encourage their peers to do so too.

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING

RCL representatives for each grade should
play a key role in leading absenteeism
monitoring, including through coordinating class
representatives who gather and submit daily
registers.

DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
•

Help to identify key early warning signs among
peers that can be used to develop Early
Warning Systems.

•

Work with learners in their grades to gather and
submit data on absenteeism and other early
warning signs of disengagement.

•

Help to analyse and present the disengagement
data to peers in a way that is clear and
understandable.

•

Identify learners flagged on the Early Warning
System for special care and attention.

RCL members should work with the SMT
and SBST to support any efforts to track
absenteeism.

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING

•

Talk about dropout with their peers.

•

Analyse and present the problem from the
perspective of young people, through art, music,
drama, etc.

Contribute to peer-led PSS efforts, with the
assistance of the LSA, SBST and outside
stakeholders such as NGOs or counsellors.

•

•

Lead communications with fellow learners on
school attendance, absenteeism, engagement
issues, etc.

•

Know which person is best to communicate with
regarding specific issues.

Advocate for a range of PSS mechanisms for
learners – in the classroom, in after-school
programmes, in homes and community settings.

•

•
•

Rally support to deal with issues that cause
disengagement (e.g. bullying, lateness policy or
corporal punishment).

•

Mobilise fellow learners to provide peer-led PSS
initiatives, through groups, sports, after-school
programmes, etc.

Initiate projects as an RCL that are peer-led
and school engagement-focused, and seek to
address factors that alienate learners (in the
school, at home and in the community).

•

•

Prioritise the initiation of anti-bullying
campaigns among peers – at assemblies, in
after-school programmes, in classrooms, etc.

Open strong communication channels and
systems through which learner issues relating
to dropout can be taken to the SMT, SGB and
teachers, so that these decision-makers can act
on them.

•

Initiate campaigns that seek to end alienating
practices in the school such as corporal
punishment, and school policies that punish
children due to their family circumstances (e.g.
lateness or dress policies).

•

Communicate with relevant outside stakeholders
on the needs of learners at the school and how
best these stakeholders can assist.
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LEARNER SUPPORT AGENTS (LSAs) /
CHILD AND YOUTH CARE WORKERS (CYCWs)
ABSENTEEISM TRACKING

DISTRICT-BASED SUPPORT TEAM (DBST)

DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

ABSENTEEISM TRACKING

DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

•

Play a leading role in absenteeism tracking,
including monitoring class registers.

•

Help to collect, collate and manage data on
absenteeism and disengagement.

•

Encourage the schools in the district to adopt
absenteeism tracking processes.

•

Train schools in using DBE tracking/earlywarning and data analysis tools.

•

Involve learners and the RCL in peer-led
absenteeism tracking and issues identification.

•

Assist with analysing such data.

•

Identify and verify various context-specific early
warning signs that can be monitored using data.

Develop and supply tools to assist schools to
collect absenteeism data easily.

•

•

•

Support schools to be able to gather
absenteeism data effectively.

Feed school-level early warning data into wider
analysis at district level to identify broader
patterns.

•

Liaise with the SMT, teachers, SBST, parents and
outside stakeholders on absenteeism tracking.

•

Champion absenteeism tracking to the SMT
and SBST.

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING

•

Provide near-peer support to struggling learners
(through one-on-one and group mentoring
sessions).

•

Refer more serious cases to the relevant school
authorities.

•

Report learners who are struggling with issues at
home, or at school, to the SBST.

•

Develop individual learner development
assessments and plans.

•

Support the LO teacher in running appropriate
activities addressing dropout.

•

•

Take a lead in running after-school programming
that fosters school engagement, attendance, PSS
and well-being.

Help to share the data analysis on absenteeism and
disengagement with learners, parents and other
stakeholders.

•

Work with the SMT to identify communication
strategies that will assist the school to deal with
dropout.

•

Channel learners to specific after-school support
programmes, based on their needs.

•

Assist teachers to conduct home visits to follow up
on absent learners.

•

Conduct visits to areas in the community where
learners are known to gather when they avoid
school.

•

As a near-peer, get alongside learners and provide
them with understanding and guidance.

•

Assist the SBST to develop relevant intervention
plans for struggling learners.

•

Play a leading role in monitoring and supporting
pregnant learners.

•

Assist the SBST to implement intervention plans
and monitor progress on such plans.

•

LSAs/CYCWs need to be flexible and willing to
offer support to learners prior to and after school,
inside and outside of school premises, and over
social media, where possible and appropriate. For
example, a LSA/CYCW can play a leading role in
running virtual or face-to-face support sessions and
holiday programmes.

•

Assist with stakeholder identification and
management.

•

Be a point of contact for outside stakeholders
playing a role in fostering school attendance and
engagement in the school.

•

Work with learners to initiate peer leadership
activities addressing absence and disengagement,
as well as behaviour and life skills (e.g. talks, drama
or art for assemblies, special events, discussion
groups, life skills groups etc.).

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING

•

Ensure there are enough resources available
at district level to help schools to intervene in
difficult cases.

•

Provide a welcoming approach to outside
stakeholders working in schools to prevent
dropout.

•

Assist schools in developing and implementing
intervention plans.

•

Train SMTs and SBSTs on various aspects of
dropout prevention.

•

Work with NGOs and other private stakeholders
to implement intervention plans.

•

•

Link identified learners to appropriate
professional support.

Link schools to other government
departments that could play a role in reducing
disengagement and dropout (such as DoH or
DSD).
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EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS/NGOs
ABSENTEEISM TRACKING
•

Develop tools or methods or offer resources that
directly assist with absenteeism tracking.

•

Work with key bodies in the school (SGB, SMT,
parents, RCL) and train them on the value and best
approaches to tracking absenteeism.

•

Provide stipends for community and parent
volunteers to help monitor (where possible).

DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
•

Provide technical support for the management
and analysis of attendance and dropout risk data
(including District Dashboard and other data).

•

Provide the technology needed to gather and
analyse data or make the EWS work.

•

Support the SMT and SGB to consider what the
implications of the data analysis are and to make
approaches and policies based on the data.

PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
•

•

Invest in programming and interventions that can
have a real impact on absenteeism and dropout
(such as after-school, PSS, volunteering, tracking,
SMT support, etc.).
Provide support and training to the SMT to be
leaders in creating a caring environment that
fosters PSS.

PARTNERSHIP & STAKEHOLDER BUILDING
•

Ensure all activities comply with the law and DBE
policy.

•

Communicate respectfully with schools.

•

Provide guidance to schools on their own terms –
never dictate.

•

Understand the key pressures schools face (e.g.
pass rate and curriculum coverage) and work with
them to address these.

•

Support the SBST and provide capacity in this area.

•

Provide training for teachers in PSS provision.

•

•

Provide training for primary caregivers in PSS and
creating caring home environments.

Sign an MOU with the school clearly outlining the
roles and responsibilities of each party.

•

•

Provide key personnel – such as coaches or
counsellors who play a major role in PSS (including
home visits).

Link schools to external partners that can help
them to tackle aspects of disengagement and
dropout, or handle individual cases i.e. help them
to build a Community-based Support Team.

•

Provide support to the LSA to capacitate them to
play a leading role in PSS.

•

Help link the school with the DBST where
necessary.

•

Run after-school programmes that are relevant,
appealing and beneficial to the learners and their
families.

•

Work with the school to energise and encourage
teachers to become champions of school
attendance and dropout prevention.

•

Provide infrastructural support to the school to
make safe spaces available for counselling, group
therapy, after-school activities, etc.

•

Work to build the relationship between the school,
parents and the broader community.
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Start
here

7. HOW TO GET
YOUR SCHOOL
ON TRACK

Does your school track

NO

absenteeism daily?

Initiate systems to track
daily attendance and
absenteeism

YES

Does your school analyse

NO

Analyse disegagement
data and introduce an EWS

data to feed into an EWS?

YES

This toolkit has so far explored the key role-players

Does your school offer PSS

in the school dropout prevention network and their

to vulnerable learners?

NO

Introduce PSS to whole
school and target learners

roles in preventing dropout.
Answering the questions in Section 5 will have

Take me back!
I need a refresher

YES

given you a clear idea of the extent to which your
school is effectively preventing dropout. Next, we
provide a clear and simple set of tools to help your
school cover all the necessary areas in dropout

Does your school have a
functional SBST to handle

NO

Build your SBST and ensure
its functionality

cases?

prevention. The diagram on the right will help you
to further assess if your school is addressing all
areas in dropout prevention, and what should
be done in areas where there are deficits. The
larger diagram on pages 41 and 42 indicate
the steps required to build an effective dropout
prevention model.

YES
Build your stakeholder

Does your school have
outside partners to refer

NO

involvement and

to and assist with dropout

partnerships, including

prevention?

DBST
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You will get there
step by step!

Active and resourced DBST
provides assistance for cases which
cannot be resolved at school level.

Outside stakeholders and partners integrated
into school actively assist with tracking, PSS,
after-school programmes and other activities.

Whole school and identified vulnerable
learners targeted by general and specific
psychosocial support initiatives.

Targeted intervention plans for vulnerable
learners developed and implemented by
a functional and active SBST.

Effective gathering and analysis of data
on disengagement feeds into a working
Early Warning System.

Effective absenteeism tracking systems
are implemented.

Start
here

SMT provides the leadership needed to
implement this strategy.

SGB develops a dropout prevention
strategy for the school.

The set of ‘stairs’ shows the
necessary steps – starting
from the bottom and
moving to the top of the
staircase – that are required
to build an effective
dropout prevention model
in schools.
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8. RESOURCES
AND INSPIRATION
TO GET YOUR
SCHOOL ON
TRACK
To assist your school on its
journey toward effective
dropout prevention, the
following tools and case studies
have been selected to inspire
you to take action.

LM Malgas Secondary School on the outskirts of Willowvale in the Eastern
Cape has been vandalised several times. The teachers are overworked but
they are trying to turn the school around.
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A. RESOURCES FOR STAKEHOLDER BUILDING,
COMMUNICATION AND COORDINATION
SUMMARY OF RESOURCES
PROVIDED IN THIS TOOLKIT:

A. RESOURCES FOR STAKEHOLDER BUILDING, COMMUNICATION AND COORDINATION

•

Guidance: Types of stakeholders to link with

•

Guidance: List of important organisations

•

Guidance: How to involve stakeholders in your school

•

Case study: Creating a Community-based Support Team

•

Case study: Getting parents and the community involved

•

Case study: The value of parental involvement

B. RESOURCES FOR ABSENTEEISM TRACKING

•

Case study: Community volunteers

•

Guidance: Peer monitoring - how to foster peer monitoring of absenteeism

•

Case study: Peer monitoring

•

Guidance: Home visit guidance for teachers/SBST/LSAs/CYCWs

C. RESOURCES FOR DATA ANALYSIS/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

•

Background information: The importance of gathering and tracking data

•

Guidance: Who, what, how? Recommended Early Warning System tool

•

Case study: Schools using effective Early Warning Systems

GUIDANCE : TYPES OF STAKEHOLDERS TO LINK WITH
A local school should conduct a stakeholder identification and mapping
exercise, led by the SGB and SMT, and involving the LSA/CYCW. The
following types of stakeholders should be identified and key individuals
within these should become known to the school, and a relationship built
with them:
•

Local DoH clinic – the sister in charge

•

Local private medical services able to assist learners who are in need (e.g.
dentists, pharmacists, doctors, psychologists)

•

Local Adolescent and Youth Friendly Service (DoH)

•

Local Thuthuzela Care Centre

•

NGO-run abuse care and crisis centres

•

Department of Social Development (DSD) and Child Welfare social workers

•

Mobile Department of Home Affairs unit

•

Local municipal councillor

•

SAPS Victim Empowerment unit

•

Isibindi workers (Child and Youth Care Workers) from the NACCW

•

Local youth development organisations

•

Local churches

•

Local mosques

•

Any other local grassroots or community organisations

D. RESOURCES FOR PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT

•

Guidance: Energising and capacitating school staff to play a key role

•

Case study: Coaches and key adults in schools helping with PSS

•

Guidance: Using the Learner Support Agent/Child and Youth Care 			
Worker effectively

•

Case study: The rich role a Learner Support Agent can play

•

Guidance: SBST successes and how to get teachers involved

•

Guidance: Reporting abuse - the Form 22 process and follow up

For more useful tools and templates, click here.

Take me there!
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GUIDANCE : LIST OF IMPORTANT ORGANISATIONS

GUIDANCE : HOW TO INVOLVE STAKEHOLDERS
IN YOUR SCHOOL

Each school will have to map out their own list of most relevant external
stakeholders to develop relationships with, but below are examples of
organisations that ZDC implementing partners found useful to work with:

Involve the whole community. Follow a holistic approach:
•

Identify school attendance champions e.g. community volunteers, young
people, teachers, residents, businesses, government and other NGOs that are

•

South African Depression and Anxiety Group (SADAG): Available nationally,

passionate about education and the value of learning and school attendance.

look up your provincial office.

They are the assets that need to be activated when getting the whole

•

Eastern Cape Substance Abuse Forum – Bisho: 040 609 5324

community involved in tackling school dropout.

•

Alcoholics Anonymous: Available nationally, look up your provincial office.

•

Child participation – involve children in coming up with solutions to dropout.

•

Narcotics Anonymous: Available nationally, look up your provincial office.

•

Parental responsibility – get parents, grandparents and caregivers involved.

•

The South African National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence

•

Add or adjust to community development or education models that have
successfully tackled school dropout across the world.

(SANCA): Available nationally, look up your provincial office.
•

NICRO: Available nationally, look up your provincial office.

•

Lifeline: Available nationally, look up your provincial office.

How to identify and get local stakeholders to support the school (e.g. local

•

AIDS Help Line: 0800 001 2322

medical or business partners):

•

Childline: 0800 055 555/116

•

Family South Africa (FAMSA): Available nationally, look up your provincial office.

•
•

FunDza Literacy Trust: 021 709 0688
Nal'ibali: 021 448 6000

•

Rural Education Access Programme (REAP) – head office available nationally:

•

Join or start forums, networks and involve as many influencers as possible.

•

Join working groups, gather statistics that matter to them and make
connections across all sectors.

021 696 5500.

•

Invite partners (e.g. local businesses, medical professionals, NGOs) to get
involved in your school.

•

Look for shared desires, needs, fears and concerns to find common ground and
reasons for working together to tackle this issue.

•
Take me there!

Don’t just pose the problem. Offer solutions and show how different community
stakeholders can be involved.

•

Get to know the school system and work together with government and other
designated organisations for maximum impact.
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CASE STUDY : CREATING A COMMUNITY-BASED
SUPPORT TEAM

The existing system, where vulnerable learners should be identified and assisted,
is currently not working well in most under-resourced schools. Many School-

In Swellendam, the Community Action Partnership (CAP) has been
working with all local schools in the area to redefine education and
mobilise the community to build the education system they want. To
this end, CAP developed a model based on information gathered during
a collaborative school self-assessment phase. This model – called the
‘changeMAKERS Defence Network against School Dropout’ – aims to
provide 360-degree support for learners.
At the centre of the model is the learner. The lines of defence are represented as
six concentric circles which wrap 360 degrees around the learner. These lines of
defence are:

based Support Teams are non-functional, while District-based Support Teams
do not have the time and resources to handle the complexity of dropout-related
issues in schools.
To get the official system moving again, CAP, along with the changeMAKERS
Core group, decided to set up a local network of resources and provide an
intermediate level of support, based in the local community. The Communitybased Support Team, therefore, operates in the space between the SBST and the
DBST. Many schools do not see the point of SBSTs in their current form as there
is no effective referral system to broader support structures such as the DBSTs.
Even if the school identifies learners in need of support, the district is unable in
most cases to assist. With the support of CAP, each school now has a CBST made
up of a range of local support personnel. CAP has also assisted each school to
establish a SBST that meets regularly.

DEFENCE 1
The teachers, Representative
Council of Learners (RCL),

With well-functioning SBSTs that meet regularly, the schools have reported that

and the School-based Support
Team (SBST). These wrap most

they are able to effectively identify struggling learners. In addition to meetings

closely around the learner

DEFENCE 6

DEFENCE 2

that are now properly documented, learners’ full records are also all kept on file

The broader community

The principal and School

so they can be easily referred to if there is need for further assistance, such as a

(including businesses,

Management Team (SMT), who

faith-based community

also support the teachers, the

organisations, local ward

RCL and the SBST in

councillors, etc).

their duties

concession or accommodation during exams.
The teachers and SMT members have committed to running the SBSTs properly
as they can see there is an effective referral system in place, where solutions

LEARNER

can be found. The idea is that the CBST deals with the more routine cases,
so the DBST can concentrate its limited resources on the more serious cases,
DEFENCE 3

DEFENCE 5

The Parents, School Governing

The WCED circuit and

Body (SGB) and a new

district offices, and

body which CAP called the

the District-based

Community-based Support

Support Team (DBST);

Team (CBST)

DEFENCE 4

which the CBST may not be able to solve. CAP has had great success in getting
local organisations (e.g. Lions Club) and businesses on board with the CBST,
as well as other government departments (e.g. health, social welfare, SAPS)
– demonstrating the power of pulling the whole community together to help
prevent dropout and get a broken school system to work effectively.

The changeMAKERS Core
group (a committee of leaders
consisting of local principals,
CAP, District Education
officials)
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CASE STUDY : GETTING PARENTS AND
THE COMMUNITY INVOLVED

CASE STUDY : THE VALUE OF PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

In the second half of 2018, Khula Development Group (KDG), which works with

When Masibumbane Development Organisation (MDO) started working at

schools in Paarl in the Western Cape, came to learn about AttendanceWorks,

Mzamowethu Combined School, in an informal settlement near Gonubie in the

an American organisation that uses a holistic approach to encourage school

Eastern Cape in early 2017, the school environment was in a poor state. As MDO

attendance, working with individuals, schools, communities, government,

Director Tabisa Bata explains: “The first time we visited, we wondered, ‘Oh dear,

NGOs, etc.

why did we choose to work here?’”

Having spent years trying to find ways of mobilising schools, families and

Inspired by MDO’s work to address dropout at the school, the elected members

communities to try and prevent and address school dropout, KDG realised that

of the SGB decided to do something about attendance and other issues facing

a shift to positive messaging was needed, rather than a focus on the problem

the learners. Eight parents formed a committee and began following up on

alone. KDG also realised that true and sustainable change would only really

dropout in partnership with Phumezi, the MDO mentor working in the school.

come from within the schools and community themselves, rather than from an
outside organisation. This was the inspiration behind ‘SAgotoschool’ – a new

Ma Mazibuko, one of these parents, explains what they have achieved: “As a

programme born from KDG’s motivation to take positive messaging to schools

School Governing Body we face a lot of disciplinary problems with learners,

and their surrounding communities.

who have psychosocial issues. We, the SGB members, now visit the homes and
find out what the issues are. We see sometimes there is no food in the home, or

Implementation of the programme began in early 2019 in the five Paarl primary

the parents are divorcing. In such cases, we have relief and support as we ask

schools where KDG adopts a comprehensive approach to promoting school

Phumezi to intervene. As parents, we intervene where possible, to buy shoes and

attendance through peer mentorship (the KhulaSAYSO initiative); teacher

other things for those who can’t afford them. We only recently started visiting

appreciation and support activities; a whole community approach focusing

homes because of MDO’s work”.

on community events promoting attendance; and frequent community radio
programmes.

While the assistance of a professional like the MDO mentor (a social worker) is
crucial, the involvement of the SGB parents' committee was equally important to

The ‘SAgotoschool’ campaign is something that can be replicated in other

ensure all children experiencing problems are identified and supported.

communities. It has the potential to energise communities around the solution,
rather than bore them with a focus on a well-known problem.
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As a School Governing Body
we face a lot of disciplinary
problems with learners, who
have psychosocial issues.
We, the SGB members, now
visit the homes and find out
what the issues are. We see
sometimes there is no food in
the home, or the parents are
divorcing.
- Ma Mazibuko, SGB member in the Eastern Cape
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B. RESOURCES FOR ABSENTEEISM TRACKING
CASE STUDY : COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS

GUIDANCE : PEER MONITORING – HOW TO FOSTER PEER
MONITORING OF ABSENTEEISM

Khula Development Group (KDG), which works in several high dropout schools

•

Learners can be a critical resource in tracking and curtailing absenteeism in

in Paarl, has introduced a family engagement approach to absenteeism

school. In class, class representatives can be used to collect class attendance

tracking. The organisation employed community-based fieldworkers from the

registers and identify learners who skip classes.

local area to be a key part of the reintegration team.

•

As teachers can sometimes get busy and forget to mark the registers, they
need to build relationships with the class representatives (e.g. the RCL member)

Mostly women in their 40s and 50s, these fieldworkers – otherwise known as

so that they can delegate the responsibility to them to ensure that attendance is

Dropout Catchers – are highly aware of the local community dynamics and

monitored daily.

issues leading to high rates of absenteeism and dropout. Many have themselves

•

In the community, learners often know the home situation and physical

left school early and not had the opportunity to fully develop their potential.

address of their peers and so can help in locating absent learners.

These fieldworkers are trained by KDG and then supervised and supported by

Furthermore, peer pressure can find positive expression whereby a culture

a qualified social worker and a social auxiliary worker. Working in pairs, the

of school attendance can be created so that it is deemed “uncool” to miss

fieldworkers are assigned to a couple of schools in an area they are familiar with.

school.
•

Finally, a culture of caring can be inculcated in learners. Peer monitoring

KDG has developed a referral system in each school where teachers and the

encourages learners to flag peers who miss school and to flag those who

principal alert the fieldworkers regularly as to whether a learner is absent, or

might be under distress.

facing another issue threatening their school attendance or performance. The
fieldworkers then pay a visit to the child’s home to find out what the problem
is and to assist them, their caregivers, and the school to solve the problem and
bring them back to school. In consultation with the school, some are referred to
appropriate partners if necessary, or they are included in the in-school support
programme run by KDG.
Cornelius, for example, was a Grade 7 learner at a school in Paarl. His teacher
asked the KDG Dropout Catchers to check up on him as he was often absent.
They went on a home visit and found that his mother had gone to fetch a
social grant two months previously and never returned home. Cornelius and
his teenage brother were living alone in a little shack where, for two months,
nobody took care of them. Struggling to meet their basic needs, the boys
dropped out of school, even though Cornelius would have relied on the school
feeding scheme for a daily meal. KDG was able to get the Department of Social
Development involved and persuaded the boys’ father to take care of them. Due
to their intervention, Cornelius went back to school and was referred to various
state services to ensure that his needs were met.
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CASE STUDY : PEER MONITORING

GUIDANCE : HOME VISIT GUIDANCE FOR TEACHERS/SBST/
LSAs/CYCWs

In late 2017, Khula Development Group introduced a programme called Khula

Recommended home visit process:

SAYSO (South African Youth Sharing Opinions), which sought to support
both learners and teachers to be more involved in tackling absenteeism and

1.

Observe and connect

dropout in their schools. From early 2018, KDG partnered with the Paarl Junior
Town Council (JTC) to pilot a project in two schools, Nederburg Primary and

• Ensure it is safe to proceed in the area (personal safety and Covid-19 		
		

Orleansvale Primary.

rules apply).
• Approach household members and introduce yourself and your team 		

		

members (always go on home visits with someone else if possible).

This project involved the JTC selecting nine Junior Councillors in Grade 11 from

• Find something that sparks a connection (it might be the garden, good 		

better-off secondary schools, but who mostly came from Paarl East and were

		

familiar with the conditions in the area, and the socio-economic background of

• State the reason for the home visit and ask if it is a good time to have a

most learners. These Junior Town Councillors were trained to be peer mentors
so that they train senior learners at the two primary schools to mentor their own
schoolmates. Sixteen Grade 4-7 learners (four in each grade) were selected in
each of the two schools, and these learners had six mentoring sessions with the
JTC mentors across several weeks.

		

weather, a pet – small talk that will make the person feel good or at ease).
conversation.

2. Build Rapport
• Be genuinely interested in the person in front of you. They have a significant
story to tell. This will help to shed light on possible school disengagement issues.
3. Address the reason for your visit in a non-offensive and caring way
• Through conversation, observe the child’s environment and relationships.

At the end of the course, these 32 learners were awarded certificates and made

• Look out for strengths in and around the household.

‘Kaptains’ in a well-attended ceremony. They were given badges and special

• Assess the current level of engagement with learning and school and 		

branded bibs so that they could be their schools’ absenteeism patrol, responsible
for monitoring absenteeism and issues causing learners to be absent, and to
mentor their classmates to attend. This pilot project worked very well, for both
the JTC and the two schools. By the end of 2018 there were already many stories
of learners and teachers becoming more aware of dropout and what can be done
to prevent it. Members of the Kaptains had also identified issues faced by their
classmates and got their teachers to help – for example, providing school shoes
to a learner who was missing school because of a lack of shoes.

adjust your conversations accordingly.
• Look for the underlying issues rather than symptoms of the problem.
4. Next steps
• Schedule a follow-up appointment, family meeting, next visit, school visit, etc.
5. Acts of kindness
• Leave on a high. Encourage, affirm and provide hope.
6. Debrief, reflect, write it up
• Reflecting on a visit, debriefing and recording details from the visit is as
important for yourself as it is for the process of assistance.

As the above case study shows, these peer-based absenteeism monitoring

• In cases where it is not possible to conduct home visits, caregivers can

approaches foster child participation, allowing young people who come from the

be contacted telephonically. This is often a vital way of connecting and

same background to be mentors and positive influencers. Once they start taking

addressing issues. A similar approach to the steps suggested above 		

responsibility for their own peer group and encouraging each other to attend

should be used, with the person conducting the call seeking to build trust

school and tackle the challenges that hinder school attendance, young people

and rapport, and building a relationship that can ultimately assist the child.

have the power to make interventions even more impactful and sustainable than
adults can do on their own.
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C. RESOURCES FOR DATA ANALYSIS
/EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS
BACKGROUND : THE IMPORTANCE OF GATHERING
AND TRACKING DATA

While this level of data can help to identify broad patterns and causes, it cannot

The prevailing system used in schools: Why do we need Early Warning Systems?

for support to reach learners before they have dropped out. What is needed is

Current Department of Basic Education (DBE) policy states that if a learner

and implementation. The Learner Unit Record Information Tracking System

is continuously absent from school for 10 consecutive days without official
permission, they should be “archived” – removed from the school’s register of

describe the process of disengagement of individuals in a way that can allow
disaggregated data, which can provide actionable insights for effective planning
(LURITS) is meant to provide a learner-level view, but so far, there is no stated
intention of incorporating an Early Warning System for use by schools as part of

current learners and be considered to have left the school.

LURITS.

This policy is as much about managing numbers and paperwork, as it is a

Despite the potential of LURITS, the prevailing situation, according to the NLF,

deterrent aimed at preventing long-term absenteeism. Obviously, the policy
relies on schools keeping accurate registers of who is absent daily so that
absenteeism can be tracked accurately, and appropriate measures taken.
The intention of this policy is to promote attendance and provide Provincial
Education Departments (PEDs) with standard procedures for recording,
managing and monitoring learners’ attendance. It forms a key pillar in the

is that: “Various in-school issues such as ineffective school management, poor
data capturing practices and issues associated with ‘ghost-learners’ – all major
challenges in their own right – come into play when trying to collect accurate
data on school enrolment and attendance.”
In fact, in most schools the NLF found that “data to accurately measure and

institutionalisation of monitoring dropout.

monitor school dropout with prevention in mind simply does not exist. This is

However, research by the New Leaders Foundation (NLF) found that this is not

track specific indicators at the learner level and there is limited political will”.

implemented with enough accuracy and some principals are not aware of their

because the systems for gathering this data fall short of the detail required to

responsibility with regards to this policy, and so the resulting data is poor.

The Zero Dropout Campaign (ZDC) has endeavoured not only to lobby the

The DBE has introduced several systems meant to enable schools to input

various data-based monitoring tools to inform an Early Warning System for

various forms of data (performance, attendance, etc.) and upload it into a
central platform, which can then be analysed and used by schools. The South
African Schools Administration and Management System (SA-SAMS) is one of
these systems. However, it does not allow schools to use the information at a

government for better school dropout tracking systems, but also to develop
schools. In 2018, the New Leaders Foundation developed and piloted several
tools for schools in which ZDC implementing partners were operating. They also
conducted training workshops with all ZDC schools, training key school leaders
and administrators in using these tools effectively.

learner level to implement an Early Warning System for disengagement and
dropout. Although the government is committed to the use of data to deliver
educational services, the data that is gathered tends to only be at an aggregate
level, as is effectively the case with SA-SAMS.
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GUIDANCE : WHO, WHAT, HOW? RECOMMENDED EARLY WARNING
SYSTEM TOOL

CASE STUDY : SCHOOLS USING EFFECTIVE EARLY
WARNING SYSTEMS

Generally, your school should use standard tools such as registers, which are

The Masibumbane Development Organisation (MDO) has worked with several

filled in by teachers, to record who is present and who is absent on any given day.

East London schools to help them address dropout. One of these schools,
Mzokhanyo High School (Duncan Village), experienced a new enthusiasm and

These registers are submitted once per week to the SMT for checking and

buy-in around data gathering and monitoring because of MDO’s intervention.

preferably so that their data can be captured into an electronic tool, which
can track longer-term patterns. Schools need to input such data into the SA-

After an absenteeism tracking system was introduced by the MDO mentor

SAMS system weekly, but the use of an internal risk assessment/Early Warning

(a social worker placed by MDO at the school) in 2018, the school started

System tool is highly useful in helping schools to catch those who are at risk

using class representatives to gather period registers and submit them to the

of disengagement and dropout before it is too late, and to intervene in time.

administrator in charge of this aspect of the school. This administrator worked

Teachers, school leadership team members and school administrators play a key

closely with the principal, and they both ensured that they submitted this data

role in gathering and inputting the data on attendance.

regularly so that it showed up on the DBE’s online Data Driven Districts (DDD)
system. They also found using the tracking tool developed for the Zero Dropout

Based on the work of the New Leaders Foundation, the ZDC has compiled a

Campaign to be very useful because it would flag at-risk learners using the Early

tracking tool and user guide for how to effectively use the tool. This tool can

Warning System, even where teachers had not yet picked up a problem with the

track the risk of dropout for specific learners based on the following areas:

learner.

•

No. of days absent per term (0-3 days: low risk; 4-7 days: medium risk; 10+

According to the principal, the data they now gather and submit for SA-SAMS/

days: high risk)

the DDD also plays a similar role. He has the DDD dashboard installed on his

•

Retention/repetition and promotion status

phone and he checks it weekly to see which learners are flagged, so that he

•

Behavioural issues

can refer those learners to the MDO mentor for an appropriate intervention.

•

Developmental delay/learning difficulties

The school has now bought into the broader value of gathering good data and

•

Marks on report card

feeding it into the tools it has, such as the DDD, to act to improve attendance,

•

Social circumstances

engagement and school performance. The principal says he is satisfied with
the school’s pass rate, and wants to now focus on improving the throughput of
learners – something which accurate data will help with. This shift to focus on
throughput, not just the matric pass rate, is a crucial step in becoming a zero
dropout school.
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I have friends who have already
dropped out of school. One of them
left school because her parents got
divorced. She doesn’t even live at home
anymore. I think it’s a sad thing. She
has nothing to do with why her parents
got divorced. Because she’s dropped
out of school, she won’t be able to find
a job and will always be dependent on
people. Most of my friends like school
and are serious about it.
- Lihle (16), Grade 7 learner, Duncan Village in East London, Eastern Cape

*Name changed to protect identity
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D. RESOURCES FOR
PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT
GUIDANCE : ENERGISING AND CAPACITATING SCHOOL STAFF TO
PLAY A KEY ROLE

CASE STUDY : COACHES AND KEY ADULTS IN SCHOOLS
HELPING WITH PSS

For an NGO or partner assisting a school to tackle dropout or foster

Many at-risk children in South Africa are growing up in homes without adults

engagement, the following steps are recommended:

who can play an active role in their schoolwork and education. As teachers
widely acknowledge, they are often the only ones who can play such a role for

•

Introduce the programme to the District DBE.

many children, yet their workload and the realities of the schooling system (e.g.

•

The district will select the schools.

large class sizes) mean they cannot provide the support required.

•

Introduce the programme to the principals, SGBs and SMTs.

•

Invite Life Orientation teachers or any teachers who are passionate about

The provision of a dedicated caring individual within a school is important, be

children’s welfare to an orientation of the programme.

that a counsellor, a Learner Support Agent (LSA) or another suitable member

Champion teachers can then be identified. They are important as they

of staff. Masibumbane Development Organisation (MDO) has developed an

provide a point of interest, buy-in, passion and ownership in each school.

effective approach, adopting the American best-practice dropout prevention

If the school has a Learner Support Agent (LSA) and/or Child and Youth

model of ‘Check & Connect’ (C&C), and adapting aspects of the model to suit

Care Worker (CYCW), train them on the methodology to monitor learner

the local contexts of three senior schools and three primary schools in poor

engagement based on learner data monitoring.

communities in East London.

•
•

•

Assist the principal to use the Data Driven Districts (DDD) dashboard to
identify the learners at risk of dropping out and then involve the LSA to

MDO works with Grade 6 – 9 learners from these six schools, identifying up

either prevent dropout and or reintegrate learners.

to 30 of the most at-risk learners at each school through the C&C criteria at

Train the LSA or SMT on stakeholder mapping for referral purposes and

the beginning of the year for inclusion in a mentoring programme. Learners

parental engagement.

from these grades, who are in the key transitional phase between primary and

•

Use them as a referral link for cases identified on the DDD dashboard.

secondary school, are important targets for this mentoring programme, both

•

Conduct home visits and learner sessions (individual and group sessions).

because they are vulnerable in this transition period and because it is early

•

enough to catch and deal with disengagement factors at this stage.
The criteria used to select and monitor the most vulnerable learners from each
grade has been developed by C&C and adapted to the East London context by
MDO. Providing an example of a very good Early Warning System, it includes a
range of indicators from all aspects of a learner’s life, including school and class
attendance, academic performance, behaviour at school, participation in afterschool programmes, family circumstances, behaviour at home and so on.
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Each area is monitored on an ongoing basis by the MDO mentors, who gather
and record data on each learner in the programme to monitor progress and
identify solutions. Learners included in the programme are mentored by
qualified social auxiliary workers (one per school) who are also trained to
facilitate C&C at the schools, where they are based four days per week. These
mentors check in daily with learners, and provide ongoing (and carefully
monitored) group work and individual mentoring/PSS, as well as academic
support (from a dedicated MDO tutor) and occasional home visits to involve the
caregivers in a holistic process of assisting the learner to reengage and perform
well at school. Those who need more specialist services, from drug rehabilitation
to connection to social grants, are also assisted by the mentors.
Positioning this intervention as a mentorship programme has been key to its
success. Rather than the recruited vulnerable learners (or their peers) seeing
the programme in negative terms, they embrace the idea of having a caring
mentor to work with at school. Indeed, other learners often ask to be included.
The mentors also work closely with teachers, especially several ‘champion’
teachers who are interested in assisting struggling learners, as well as with
the Learner Support Agents (LSAs). Crucially, the mentors not only become a
resource for teachers to help support struggling learners (including others who
teachers refer on an ad-hoc basis) but they also become an example of how to
nurture and support even the most difficult of cases, and the most disruptive or
disengaged learners.
The mentors get to know the exact reasons why a learner is struggling
or misbehaving, which helps the teachers to understand their situation.
The mentors become crucial resources in the schools, fostering a sense of

GUIDANCE : USING THE LEARNER SUPPORT AGENT/
CHILD AND YOUTH CARE WORKER EFFECTIVELY
The NACCW has worked closely with Learner Support Agents (LSAs) in several
provinces, training them in Child and Youth Care Work and developing a
comprehensive role for them in schools. LSAs are young local matric graduates
who are hired by schools to play a supportive role in the school by acting as
'near-peer' to the learners. They are used in several provinces across South
Africa, but their real potential to make a difference in the school environment
is poorly understood. Without a clearer understanding of what they could
achieve, and without proper support and supervision, many simply end up
playing a general administrative support role - not the meaningful role they are
intended to provide.
LSAs, once trained in child and youth care competencies, are capacitated to
provide child and youth care services to learners. Although the job title of
LSAs remains the same, they are essentially Child and Youth Care Workers
practising child and youth care at the auxiliary level. They are statutorily
registered with the South African Council for Social Service Professionals
(SACSSP) to practise as CYCWs.
The real roles that the LSA/CYCW should play in dropout prevention and learner
support are presented in Section 5. The SGB and SMT should ideally help the
LSA/CYCW to grow into this important role through providing the following
kinds of support:
(Continued on next page)

Take me back!
I need a refresher

dedication to monitoring, supporting and caring for struggling learners. The
schools have provided adequate spaces in which group and individual sessions
can be conducted, and the principals and teachers are very enthusiastic about
the impact of the intervention.
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Activity

Target

Estimated no.
of hours per June 2021
month

Assumption

Morning gate supervision

Once a
day

10

30 minutes
every day

30 minutes every day

Break/corridor/toilet
supervision

Once a
day

10

30 minutes
every day

30 minutes every day

Educational/awareness
discussions (group, class,
whole-school services, Safe
Park)

Once a
week

20

5 hours a
week

5 hours a week

SDPs (Vhutshilo, R4M, LO,
FunDza, others)

Once a
week

8

2 hours a
week

2 hours a week

Dropout/irregular attendance
identification and follow up

Once a
day

32

8 hours a
week

8 hours a week

Pregnancy identification and
support

Once a
week

6

1.5 hours a
week

1.5 hours a week

Life-space interviews (any)

Once a
day

8

2 hours a
week

2 hours a week

Referrals (child protection, etc.)

Once a
week

8

2 hours a
week

2 hours a week

Virtual Connection

Once a
day

10

30 minutes
every day

30 minutes every day

COVID-19 safety precaution
monitoring

Once a
week

10

2.5 hours a
week

2.5 hours a week

Supervision/training/meetings

Once a
week

6

1.5 hours a
week

1.5 hours a week

Administration

Once a
week

32

8 hours a
week

8 hours a week

Average hours per month

160
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CASE STUDY : THE RICH ROLE A LEARNER SUPPORT
AGENT/CHILD AND YOUTH CARE WORKER CAN PLAY

In 2019, NACCW introduced a book club at the school, and Raymond was trained

Raymond Thokoza, Learner Support Agent/Child and Youth Care
Worker at Khayelithle Secondary School, Umbumbulu.

since developed an effective reading club at the school, which sees many learners

The National Association of Child Care Workers (NACCW) has, since 2017,
been working in several schools in uMgungundlovu District in the KwaZuluNatal midlands. It has worked to train and mentor the Learners Support Agents
(LSAs), who have been placed in schools by the provincial Department of Basic

by an organisation called FunDza in how to facilitate literacy activities. He has
coming every day to borrow books and hold debates and discussions on topics they
have read about.
Raymond’s role has evolved greatly since 2015, from running a few basic activities
with learners, to becoming a fully trained member of a team that provides both
psychosocial support and educational and after-school programmes, enriching

Education to play a key role in providing care and support to learners.

learners' school experience in the process. In the context of COVID-19, NACCW

Raymond gushes about how the NACCW training and support has helped him:

LSAs/CYCWs with teachers, caregivers and learners.

also introduced innovations such as virtual connection sessions to connect

‘‘There were many powerful things I learnt that I had not considered before. For
example, before I used to find a solution for a child, but now I try to help the
child to find a solution so they can develop themselves. This also reduces the
number of times they come to me for assistance as they can handle some of
their issues themselves. I try to help them to become leaders so that they can
help their peers.
Also, when it comes to home visits, I did not know much about them before – it
was rare for me to do a home visit. But after my training I saw that the visits
are an opportunity to get to know the learners and work with them. I used to
approach learners like a teacher, but now I observe and see the issues they are
facing, and can come up with a solution. It is also powerful to have a mentor.
Working with the Life Orientation teacher was ok, but the mentor will uplift
you and encourage you to find solutions. It is also valuable for debriefing as the
mentors are experienced and can help you to find solutions. They also link us to
other services outside the school which can help the learner. So previously there
was a limit to how we could help the child, but now there is no end as we find
partners to take the issue further.’’
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GUIDANCE : SBST SUCCESSES AND HOW TO
GET TEACHERS INVOLVED

GUIDANCE : REPORTING ABUSE – THE FORM
22 PROCESS AND FOLLOW-UP

Guidance for organisations providing support to School-based

Responding to cases of abuse and neglect (Form 22 guidance)

Support Teams (SBSTs)
One of the most important parts of reporting child abuse is to take action once
•

Provide teachers and the School Governing Body (SGB) with support and

you have identified it.

encouragement, not just more tasks.
•
•
•
•

•

•

Request that learners at risk of dropout or who are disengaging are

A Form 22 is a formal report of abuse and deliberate neglect. It is not user-

discussed at SBST meetings.

friendly and so people often get put off completing one. What is important, is

Ask to be informed of all SBST meetings scheduled. If a meeting is not yet

that the child understands that what is happening to them is not right and that

scheduled, ask for dates.

someone cares and sees it.

Make requests from a place of relationship-building with the SBST
coordinator and SGB.

Reporting suspected abuse or neglect to the police and Social Services both

Invite the local DCPO (Designated Child Protection Organisation) and

verbally and in writing is important. It is also advised that as many people as

District Social Worker/Psychologist. Ensure that the school understands that

possible who are aware of the abuse report it – this reduces the chance of one

these are key role-players in a multi-agency approach to securing a better

person getting targeted and increases the chances of the report being taken

and more appropriate educational pathway for learners.

seriously.

Despite how well a SBST might work, it can prove to be more work if the SGB
and teachers do not see how going the extra mile can benefit themselves

When reporting abuse, one should keep in mind the following: Who? What?

and ultimately vulnerable learners at risk of dropping out. People need to

When? Where? and How? Providing this information will give the officials

care enough if they are going to act; and to care comes from deep within

a good starting position from which to launch their investigation. Having

when a spark has been lit.

the child’s name and surname as well as address and preferably the alleged

In many schools, SBST meetings are not up and running. Request to be

perpetrator's name and address is extremely helpful.

invited and to discuss a child’s support plan until it is demonstrated how
well such roundtable discussions work and how rewarding working together

It is important to be aware of the basic legislation prescribing the reporting of

to safeguard children can be. Request and advocate for a multi-agency

abuse (see Appendix A).

approach.
•

Assist the SBST by supporting the coordinator to move from simply
discussing a problem to developing an action plan that involves the relevant
role-players, including the family and significant ‘others’ in a child’s life.
Gently request a plan of action with due dates and an immediate next date
for the following SBST meeting, family conference or roundtable discussion.
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APPENDIX A

works with or has access to children at an institution providing welfare services to children,
including a child and youth care centre, a partial care facility, a shelter or drop-in centre or a
school either as an employee, volunteer or in any other capacity, that person must disclose
that fact to the person who manages or operates the institution, centre, facility, shelter or

Key legislation relating to reporting abuse

school.

1. LEGISLATION

1.1.4 Section 126 – Establishment of information in Part B of Register
Before a person is allowed-

1.1 The Children’s Act (No 38 of 2005) as amended in March

a) to work with or have access to children at an institution providing welfare services to

The following aspects in the Children’s Act (No 38 of 2005) are highlighted in this policy:

children, including a child and youth care centre, a partial care facility, a shelter or drop-in
centre or school, the person managing or operating the institution, centre, facility, shelter or

1.1.1 Section 110 – Reporting of abused or neglected child and child in need of care and

school must establish whether or not that person's name appears in Part B of the Register.

protection
Any correctional official, dentist, homeopath, immigration official, labour inspector, legal

1.2 Criminal law (Sexual offences and related matters) Amendment Act 32 of 2007

practitioner, medical practitioner, midwife, minister of religion, nurse, occupational therapist,
physiotherapist, psychologist, religious leader, social service professional, social worker,

1.2.1

Section 54 Obligation to report commission of sexual offences against children or

speech therapist, teacher, traditional health practitioner, traditional leader or member of

persons who are mentally disabled

employee or volunteer worker at a partial care facility, drop-in centre or child and youth

(1)

care centre who on reasonable grounds concludes that a child has been abused in a

a) A person who has knowledge that a sexual offence has been committed against a child

manner causing physical injury, sexually abused or deliberately neglected, must report

must report such knowledge immediately to a police official.

that conclusion in the prescribed form to a designated child protection organisation, the

b) A person, who fails to report such knowledge as contemplated in paragraph (a), is

provincial department of social development or a police official.

guilty of an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine or to imprisonment for a period not

Any person who on reasonable grounds believes that a child is in need of care and protection

exceeding five years or to both a fine and such imprisonment.

may report that belief to the provincial department of social development, a designated child

(2)

protection organisation or a police official.

a) A person who has knowledge, reasonable belief or suspicion that a sexual offence has

A person referred to in subsection (1) or (2)- must substantiate that conclusion or belief to

been committed against a person who is mentally disabled must report such knowledge,

the provincial department of social development, a designated child protection organisation or

reasonable belief or suspicion immediately to a police official.

police official; and who makes a report in good faith is not liable to civil action on the basis of

b) A person who fails to report such knowledge, reasonable belief or suspicion as

the report.

contemplated in paragraph (a), is guilty of an offence and is liable on conviction to a
fine or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding five years or to both a fine and such

1.1.2 Section 118 – Purpose of Part B of Register

imprisonment.

The purpose of Part B of the Register is to have a record of persons who are unsuitable to

c) A person who in good faith reports such reasonable belief or suspicion shall not be liable

work with children and to use the information in the Register in order to protect children in

to any civil or criminal proceedings by reason of making such report.

general against abuse from these persons.
1.1.3 Section 124 – Disclosure of entry of name in Part B of Register
If the name of a person is entered in Part B of the Register and that personTOOLKIT ON DR OP OUT P RE V E N TI ON
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